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CBSE QUESTIONS PAPER SOLUTION – 2022
SUBJECT : ENGLISH
TERM-II
SECTION-A
Unseen Passage.
For today’s Parents the biggest challenge is that they can’t say ‘NO’ to their children.

2.

Over indulging children, present a discouraging picture of future: when given too much too soon,
they grow up to be adults who have difficulty coping with life’s disappointments. They also have
distorted sense of entitlement that gets in the way of success in the work place and in
relationships.

3.

Because parents are unable to say 'No' to their kids and with increased spending capacity they
surrender before kids.

4.

Children learn critical life lessons by cultivating the tendencies of waiting, saving and working
hard.

5.

Children respond greedily to the advertisements aimed right at them always demanding more
than they require.

6.

Children need limits on their behavior because they feel better and more secure when they live
within a secured structure.

7.

Older Children learn self control by watching how others, especially parents act.

8.

Research = Survey

9.

Wealthy = Affluent

2.

E

A

II.
1.
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I.
1.

Unseen Passage
The model aim to provide value for money to the customers and protect the interests of farmers
simultaneously.
In dairy production there are 3 tiers.

3.

Ratan acts as a direct link between milk producers and consumers that removes the middlemen.
Secondly, farmers (milk producers) control procurement, processing and marketing. Thirdly, it is
a professionally managed organization.

4.

Ratan has targeted the mass market of India with no premium offerings and works on providing
the best quality products at affordable prices.
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5.

Ratan’s target Audience is based on ‘customer – wise targeting and industry wise targeting.’ This
strategy divides the target audience.

6.

The 2 spheres of Ratan’s strong presence are : Business to business and Business to customers.

7.

The most loved ad icon of Ratan is a ‘ RATAN GIRL’.

SECTION-B
III. Invitation

Mrs. & Mr. Dhanraj

LL
EN

solicit your benign presence on the auspicious occasion
of the

21st Birthday of their son Vineet

On __________ at ____________ 7:00 PM onwards.

Kindly spare time to share dinner with us & shower your blessings on our son.
R.S.V.P.

Dhanraj & family

IV (A) . Application for the post of nursery teacher + resume.

A

XYZ, Janakpuri
Delhi.

13th May, 20xx

The Principal,
Akash Ganga International School, Delhi

Subject: Application for the post of nursery teacher.

E
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Sir / Madam,
With reference to the advertisement published in the national daily, I came to know that a post of
a nursery teacher is vacant in your renowned institute. So, I want to present my candidature for
the same.
As far as my educational qualifications are concerned I fulfil all your requirements which you are
seeking for. For the rest of information I have attached my resume with this application.

If I am given a chance, I will leave no stone unturned for the progress and betterment of your
renowned institute. Looking for a positive reply from your side.
Thanking You,

Samanvay

LL
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Yours sincerely

RESUME

Name

Father’s Name

:

DOB

:

Address

:

Contact number

:

Educational Qualifications

:

Additional skills

:

Interests & achievements

:

Experience

:

A
E

:

Date:

Sign:

Place:

Name:
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IV. (B) Report writing
REPORT
Lata Mangeshkar – The Nightingale
-By Akshat / Akshita
Mumbai, SGN Stadium, 12-May-20xx
Value Points










Much awaited programme on Legendary Singer – Lata Mangeshkar organized by ‘Raw
Singers Foundation.’
In remembrance of nightingale singer Lata Mangeshkar, on her birthday.
Event organized at S.G.N. Stadium, Mumbai.
Program started with lamp lighting ceremony by chief guest of the day Smt. Kala Choudhary.
Lata Mangeshkar’s life history ( testimony), her career journey described through short video.
Famous playback singers from Bollywood sang her memorable songs.
Few famous dance groups performed dance.
Event was enjoyed by fans of Late Lata Mangeshkar.
Programme ended with memento to performers and vote of thanks to Chief Guest and
audience.
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SECTION-C

V. Answer in 40 words ( 2 x 5 = 10 )

Peddler gave a small rat trap as a gift to the Edla which contained the 3 x 10 Kroner wrinkled
bills and a letter. In the letter it had been mentioned that if she would not have raised him as a
Captain he would have never changed.

2.

Gandhiji chided the lawyers for collecting big fee from the peasants. He said that he had come to
the conclusion that they should stop going to courts. Taking such cases to the courts did little
good. Where the peasants were so crushed and fear-stricken, law courts were useless. The real
relief for them was to be free from fear.
Aunt Jennifer is old and submissive woman. But the tigers she is embroidering on the panel
appear to be bold and chivalric. They are the expression of her own dreams and desires. She tries
to live her dream through the tigers that symbolize everything that she could think of.
The very first line contains the message that John Keats, the great Romantic poet, wants to
convey. Keats was a worshipper of beauty. For him beauty was truth and truth, beauty. Hence,
for him a thing of beauty is a joy forever. Beauty never fades. Nor is it ever devalued. It never
passes into nothingness. When we are full of sorrows and sufferings, some form of beauty comes
to our rescue. It removes the pall of sadness and sorrows and gives us joy and pleasure. Thus,
beauty is a boon for human beings.

3.

4.

A

1.

E


5.

6.

VI.
1.

Mr. Lamb used to keep his gates open always for anyone to enter freely. So they could enjoy the
beauty of the garden, also the children could relish on the juicy apples from the trees in garden.
He holds no prejudices against anyone and welcomes everyone equally.
In Jack’s story the role of the owl was very important as he used to guide the animal (Roger) with
problems to the wizard. Thus, owl was the linking channel between the wizard and Roger – the
animal.
Long Answer type:
4×2=8
Some beautiful shape or a thing of beauty removes the pall of sadness from our hearts or spirits.
In the poem ‘A thing of beauty’ which has been composed by John Keats; the poet says that all
our sadness could be removed only because of the nature’s beauty. These beauties are like
Grandeurs of doom, the sun, the moon, old & young trees, simple sheep, daffodils and clear rills.
And when we think of short tales and all these beauties, all our sadness disappears from our dark
spirits.
Character sketch of Evans:
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2.

5

Value Points

Smart and dishonest
Imitates Mike Yarwood
Jolly fellow
Escaped from prison thrice
Perfect planner
Man of human psychology.
Didn’t do any crime in prison.
One of the stars of Christmas concert.
Congenial Kleptomaniac.
Doesn't involve in violence
Gandhi considered the Champaran episode to be a turning point in his life because it had made
him realize that civil disobedience, which had triumphed for the first time, could go a long way
in the freedom struggle. The incident had made him successful in making the peasants aware of
their rights and becoming confident. This success proved the effectiveness of 'Gandhi's method
of non-violence and non-cooperation. With his hard work, devotion and sincerity, he was able to
eradicate sharecropping system from Champaran. The landlords also abandoned their estates.
His success in the court and before the authorities catapulted him to the political forefront of
India. His success had a deep significance in teams of Indian Independence struggle as well.
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